You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SILVERCREST SND 3600
A2. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the SILVERCREST SND 3600 A2 in the user manual (information,
specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Congratulations on the purchase of your new appliance. You have clearly decided in favor of a quality product. These operating instructions are a component
of the Slide & Negative Scanner SND 3600 A2 (henceforth designated as the device) and supplies you with important information for intended use, safety and
connection as well as operation of the device. The operating instructions must be constantly kept available close to the device. They are to be read and used
by anyone assigned to the operation and repairing of the device. Keep these operating instructions and hand them over with the device to any future owners.
Any copying and/or printing, including partial copying/printing, as well as reproductions of the diagrams, even in an altered state is only allowed with written
permission from the manufacturer. All technical information, data and information for connection and operation, contained in these operating instructions
correspond to the latest at the time of printing and, to the best of our knowledge, take into account our previous experience and know-how. No claims can be
derived from the details, illustrations and descriptions in these instructions. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for damage caused by failure to
observe the instructions, improper use, inappropriate repairs, making unauthorized changes or for using unapproved replacement parts.
In the current operation instructions the following warnings are used: WARNING A warning of this danger level signifies a possible dangerous situation. If
the dangerous situation is not avoided it can lead to injuries. The directives in this warning are there to avoid personal injuries. @@If the situation is not
avoided it can lead to property damage. The directives in this warning are there to avoid property damage.
@@@@@@Claims of any kind for damage resulting from unintended use will not be excepted. In this chapter you receive important safety information
regarding handling of the device. This device complies with the statutory safety regulations. Improper use can lead to personal injury and property damage.
@@@@Damaged cables or connections should be replaced by authorized qualified persons or by the customer service department.
This appliance is not intended for use by individuals (including children) with restricted physical, physiological or intellectual abilities or deficiences in
experience and/or knowledge unless they are supervised by a person responsible for their safety or receive from this person instruction in how the appliance
is to be used. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. Repairs should only be carried out by authorized specialist
companies or by the customer service department. A repair to the device during the warranty period may only be carried out by a customer service
department authorized by the manufacturer otherwise no additional warranty claims can be considered for subsequent damages. Defective components may
only be replaced with original replacement parts. Only by using original replacement parts can you guarantee that the safety requirements are complied with.
@@Protect the device from moisture and liquid penetration. @@@@@@There is a risk of suffocation! @@@@@@ the recirculation of packaging into the
material circuit saves on raw material and reduces generated waste. Dispose of packaging material that is no longer needed according to the regionally
established regulations. NOTICE If possible preserve the device's original packaging during the warranty period so that in the case of a warranty claim you
can package the device properly for return.
For safe and faultless operation of the device the set-up location must fulfill the following provisions: The device must be placed on a firm, flat and level
surface. Do not place the device in a hot, wet or very damp environment or in the vicinity of flammable materials. System prerequisites You will need a
computer with a vacant USB port and with the operating system Windows® XP, Windows® Vista or Windows® 7 from the Microsoft® corporation.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ insert the film strip , correctly orientated , into the holder. Close the holder making sure that the cover locks into place.
@@@@@@@@Then carefully move the slider back towards the scanner. @@Be sure to insert a new slide into the scanner slowly.
@@@@@@@@@@You can find further information in the programme's online help. When the programme is first started after the installation a
calibration and data collection process takes place. Make sure that no slide or negative holders are inserted into the device.
The first calibration and data collection process can take several minutes. After completion of the calibration the programme window will be displayed. The
window "Capture from scanner" will be displayed. Carry out the necessary settings: File format, quality (only with JPG files), memory location, film type,
colour depth, scan resolution NOTICE The colour depth is defined as 24 Bit. A scan with 1800 DPI has a resolution of 2520 x 1680 Pixel and a scan with
3600 DPI has a resolution of 5040 x 3360 Pixel.
@@ the scan motif will be displayed in the preview field . @@@@@@@@@@Remove the USB cable 4 from the USB port of your computer. @@Clean the
housing exclusively with a soft damp cloth and a mild dishwashing liquid. Clean the surface of the scanner lens inside of the device with a cleaning brush 7 .
For this, push the cleaning brush with the cleaning surface facing downwards only into the right slot 3 .
In this chapter you will receive important information for malfunction localization and remedies. WARNING Observe the following safety information to
avoid danger and property damage: Repairs to electronic devices may only be carried out by specialists who have been trained by the manufacturer. The
following table will help with localizing and remedying minor malfunctions: Malfunction LED PWR light up does not Possible cause The device is not
connected correctly. @@Do not dispose of the device in your normal domestic waste. @@Dispose of the device through an approved disposal centre or at
your community waste facility. observe the currently applicable regulations. In case of doubt, please contact your waste disposal centre. This device complies
regarding conformity with the basic requirements and other relevent provisions of the directive for electromagnetic compatibility 2004/108/EC.
@@@@@@Please retain your receipt as proof of purchase. @@Only in this way can a post-free despatch for your goods be assured.
NOTICE The warranty is valid only for material or manufacturing defects and not for transportation damage, wear and tear or for damages to breakable
parts such as switches or power packs. This product is for private use only and is not intended for commercial applications. In the event of misuse and
improper handling, use of force and interference not carried out by our authorized service branch, the warranty will become void. Your statutory rights are
not restricted in any way by this warranty.
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The guarantee period will not be extended by the warranty. Damages and defects possibly present at time of purchase must be reported immediately after
unpacking or at the latest two days after the purchase date. After expiration of the guarantee period incidental repairs are liable to costs. .
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